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C*-ALGEBRAS FOR PARTIAL PRODUCT SYSTEMS OVER N
RALF MEYER AND DEVARSHI MUKHERJEE
Abstract. We define partial product systems over N. They generalise product
systems over N and Fell bundles over Z. We define Toeplitz C∗-algebras and
relative Cuntz–Pimsner algebras for them and show that the section C∗-algebra
of a Fell bundle over Z is a relative Cuntz–Pimsner algebra. We describe the
gauge-invariant ideals in the Toeplitz C∗-algebra.
1. Introduction
The Cuntz–Pimsner algebras introduced by Pimsner in [15] were generalised,
among others, by Muhly and Solel [14] and by Katsura [9]. Fowler [8] gener-
alised Pimsner’s construction to product systems. A self-correspondence E of a
C∗-algebra A generates a product system over N by taking En := E⊗An with the
obvious multiplication maps µn,m : En ⊗A Em → En+m for n,m ∈ N. Any product
system over N is isomorphic to one that is built from a C∗-correspondence like
this. Another source of product systems over N are Fell bundles over Z (see [7]).
They consist of Hilbert bimodules (En)n∈Z with involutions En ∼= E∗−n, x 7→ x∗,
and multiplication maps µn,m : En ⊗A Em → En+m, now for all n,m ∈ Z. Due
to the involutions, the Hilbert bimodules En for n ∈ N with the multiplication
maps µn,m for n,m ∈ N suffice to recover the entire Fell bundle. This data gives
a product system over N if and only if the maps µn,m are surjective and hence
unitary for all n,m ∈ N. Then the Fell bundle is called semi-saturated. In general,
the multiplication maps are only isometries of Hilbert bimodules, possibly without
adjoint.
The construction of a (relative) Cuntz–Pimsner algebra of a product system splits
into two steps. The first builds a Fell bundle over Z, the second takes the section
C∗-algebra of that Fell bundle. This viewpoint is used in [13] to interpret relative
Cuntz–Pismner algebras in bicategorical terms. So there is a close and important
link between product systems over N and Fell bundles over Z. This article describes
a common generalisation for both, which we call partial product systems.
A partial product system over N consists of a C∗-algebra A with A,A-correspon-
dences En for all n ∈ N and isometries µn,m : En ⊗A Em ↪→ En+m for all n,m ∈ N,
subject to several conditions. The obvious conditions are that the multiplica-
tion maps µn,m be associative, that E0 = A and that µ0,n : A ⊗A En ↪→ En and
µn,0 : En ⊗A A ↪→ En be induced by the A-bimodule structure on En for each n ∈ N.
Then we speak of a weak partial product system. Weak partial product systems
on von Neumann algebras have already been used in the study of E0-semigroups,
where they are called “superproduct systems” (see [5, 12]).
For a partial product system, we impose two more conditions to get a well-behaved
theory. Their role is similar to the compact alignment condition for product systems
over quasi-lattice orders. The correspondences En in a weak partial product systems
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2 RALF MEYER AND DEVARSHI MUKHERJEE
over N are much more independent than in an ordinary product system, and so the
freeness of the monoid N no longer helps. This makes compact alignment and Nica
covariance relevant already over N. Our Toeplitz algebra is, in fact, an analogue of
the Nica–Toeplitz algebra.
Our first goal is to define the Toeplitz C∗-algebra of a partial product system.
We define partial product systems so that, on the one hand, this C∗-algebra has a
universal property for suitable representations of the partial product system and, on
the other hand, is generated concretely by an analogue of the Fock representation.
The definition of a representation has some obvious data and conditions and a non-
obvious condition needed to make the Toeplitz C∗-algebra well-behaved. We first
discuss our definition of a representation. Then we discuss the Fock representation.
Only then can we formulate the remaining two conditions on partial product systems.
They say simply that the Fock representation exists and is a representation.
Definition 1.1. Let B be a C∗-algebra. A weak representation of a weak partial
product system (A, En, µn,m)n,m∈N in B consists of linear maps ωn : En → B for all
n ∈ N, such that
(1) ωn(x) · ωm(y) = ωn+m(µn,m(x⊗ y)) for all n,m ∈ N, x ∈ En, y ∈ Em;
(2) ωn(x)∗ωn(y) = ω0(〈x | y〉) for all n ∈ N, x, y ∈ En;
A weak representation is a representation if, in addition,
(3) ωn(En)∗ · ωm(Em) ⊆ ωm−n(Em−n) ·B for all n,m ∈ N with m > n > 0;
(4) ωn(En)∗ · ωm(Em) ⊆ ωn−m(En−m)∗ ·B for all n,m ∈ N with 0 < m < n.
By convention, X · Y for two subspaces in a C∗-algebra B always denotes the closed
linear span of the products x · y for x ∈ X, y ∈ Y .
Conditions (1) and (2) for n = m = 0 hold if and only if ω0 is a ∗-homomorphism.
If n ∈ N, then (1) for (n, 0) and (0, n) and (2) for n say that ωn is a (Toeplitz)
representation of the C∗-correspondence En.
The definition of a partial product system uses the Fock representation. This
should be a representation in B(F), where F is the Hilbert A-module direct sum⊕
n∈N En. For n,m ∈ N, x ∈ En, define
Sn,m(x) : Em → En+m, y 7→ µn,m(x⊗ y).
This map is linear and ‖Sn,m(x)‖ ≤ ‖x‖. The first assumption for a partial
product system asks Sn,m(x) to be adjointable for all n,m ∈ N, x ∈ En. Then the
operators Sn,m(x) for m ∈ N combine to an operator Sn(x) ∈ B(F) and the maps Sn
form a weak representation. The second assumption for a partial product system is
that they even form a representation, which we call the Fock representation:
Definition 1.2. A partial product system is a weak partial product system for
which the Fock representation exists and is a representation.
To understand this condition better, we reformulate (3) and (4) in Definition 1.1
in case Sn(x) is adjointable for all n ∈ N, x ∈ En. Then (3) and (4) are equivalent
to the first two cases in the following equation:
(1.3) ωn(x)∗ωm(y) =

ωm−n(Sn(x)∗y) if m > n,
ωn−m(Sm(y)∗x)∗ if n > m,
ω0(〈y |x〉)∗ if n = m;
here n,m ∈ N, x ∈ En, y ∈ Em. The cases n < m and n > m in (1.3) are equivalent
to each other by taking adjoints, and the case n = m is condition (2) in Definition 1.1.
So a weak partial product system is a partial product system if and only if the
operators Sn(x) on F are adjointable for all n ∈ N, x ∈ En and satisfy
(1.4) Sn(x)∗Sm(y) = Sm−n(Sn(x)∗y)
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for all n,m ∈ N, x ∈ En, y ∈ Em with m > n. And a weak representation of a partial
product system is a representation if and only if ωn(x)∗ωm(y) = ωm−n(Sn(x)∗y)
for all n,m ∈ N, x ∈ En, y ∈ Em with m > n. The formulation of the extra
conditions in Definition 1.1 is inspired by a similar treatment of the Cuntz–Pimsner
covariance condition of a proper product system in [3] and makes sense without
the adjointability of Sn(x). The reformulation in (1.3) guarantees that there is a
universal C∗-algebra for representations of our partial product system.
We describe an example of a weak partial product system where (1.4) fails. Its
definition uses correspondences based on graphs. A graph with vertex and edge
sets V and E gives a C∗-correspondence C∗(E) over C0(V ). To define a weak
partial product system using graphs, we need a common vertex set V , graphs
Γn = (V,En, rn, sn) for all n ∈ N, and associative, injective multiplication maps
µn,m : En ×s,r Em ↪→ En,m, where E0 = V and r0, s0 are the identity map, and
µ0,n and µn,0 are the canonical maps. We study when µn,m induces an isometry
C∗(En) ⊗C0(V ) C∗(Em) ↪→ C∗(En+m) and when these isometries form a partial
product system. These conditions are rather restrictive. As it turns out, the category
with object set V and arrow set
⊔
n∈NEn must be the path category of an ordinary
graph. The only variation is that the grading is not the standard one, that is,
elements of En need not be paths of length n.
The following theorem generalises an important feature of Pimsner’s Toeplitz
algebras. Our definitions above are arranged so as to make it true.
Theorem 1.5. Let E = (A, En, µn,m)n,m∈N be a partial product system. Let (Sn)n∈N
be its Fock representation. The closed linear span of Sn(En)Sm(Em)∗ for m,n ∈ N
is a C∗-subalgebra T of B(F), and the maps Sn form a representation ω¯n of E in T .
This representation in T is universal: for any representation (ωn : En → B)n∈N
of E there is a unique ∗-homomorphism % : T → B with ωn = % ◦ ω¯n for all n ∈ N.
We describe a gauge action of the circle group T on T and prove a gauge-
equivariant uniqueness theorem for T . This allows us to prove Theorem 1.5. We
also describe the fixed-point subalgebra of the gauge action explicitly as an inductive
limit C∗-algebra. For m,n ∈ N, there is a unique linear map
Θm,n : K(Em, En)→ T
with
Θm,n(|x〉〈y|) = ω¯n(x)ω¯m(y)∗
for all x ∈ En, y ∈ Em. These maps are injective and their images are linearly inde-
pendent subspaces of T . Their direct sum over all m,n ∈ N is a dense ∗-subalgebra
in T because of (1.3).
We classify gauge-invariant ideals H / T in the Toeplitz C∗-algebra by two ideals
in A, namely, the kernel A ∩H and the covariance ideal, consisting of all a ∈ A
that are equal modulo H to an element in the closed linear span of K(Ei) for i ≥ 1.
Theorem 5.3 describes H through its kernel and covariance ideal. The kernel I is
always an invariant ideal, and any invariant ideal may occur. We do not know, in
general, which covariance ideals are possible. We also define what it means for a
representation to be covariant on an ideal. If an ideal J is the covariance ideal of
some representation, then there is a universal C∗-algebra O(E , J) for representations
of E that are covariant on J . We characterise when the canonical representation of E
in O(E , J) is faithful: this happens if and only if J ⊆ K⊥ for K := ⋂∞n=1 ker(ϑn0 ),
where ϑn0 : A→ B(En) is the left action in the correspondence En. This allows us to
define an analogue of Katsura’s C∗-algebra for partial product systems. We also
define an analogue of Pimsner’s C∗-algebra as the quotient of T by the closure of
the finite block matrices in the Fock representation. For global product systems,
we show that the Katsura and Pimsner C∗-algebras defined here agree with those
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previously constructed. We show that the Katsura C∗-algebra of a Fell bundle
over Z, restricted to a partial product system over N, is the section C∗-algebra of
the Fell bundle. Using this, we characterise when a partial product system over N
is the restriction of a Fell bundle over Z. For the partial product systems built from
graphs, we show that the Katsura algebra is the graph C∗-algebra.
2. Weak partial product systems and representations
In this section, we recall some basic notions and study general properties of
weak partial product systems and their weak representations. We examine when
a weak Fock representation exists, that is, when the operators Sn(x) on the Fock
module mentioned in the introduction are adjointable. We illustrate our theory
with C∗-correspondences built from graphs.
Let A, B, C be C∗-algebras. An A,B-correspondence is a right Hilbert module E
over B with a ∗-homomorphism ϑ : A→ B(E) satisfying 〈ϑ(a)x | y〉B = 〈x |ϑ(a)∗y〉B
for all a ∈ A, x, y ∈ E . We often write ax instead of ϑ(a)(x). We do not re-
quire the left action of A on E to be nondegenerate, and we allow representations
of C∗-algebras to be degenerate throughout this article.
Let E and F be an A,B- and a B,C-correspondence. We equip the algebraic
tensor product E F with the obvious A,C-bimodule structure a(x⊗ y)c = ax⊗ yc
for a ∈ A, c ∈ C, x ∈ E , y ∈ F , and with the C-valued inner product
(2.1) 〈x1 ⊗ y1 |x2 ⊗ y2〉C := 〈y1 | 〈x1 |x2〉A · y2〉B
for x1, x2 ∈ E and y1, y2 ∈ F . The Hausdorff completion of E  F for this inner
product is an A,C-correspondence denoted by E ⊗B F (see [11]). The identity
correspondence A on A for a C∗-algebra A is A viewed as an A,A-correspondence
using the obvious bimodule structure and the inner product 〈a | b〉A := a∗b.
Lemma 2.2. Let AEB, BFC and CGD be C∗-correspondences between the indicated
C∗-algebras A,B,C,D. There are canonical isomorphisms of correspondences
(E ⊗B F)⊗C G ∼= E ⊗B (F ⊗C G), (x⊗ y)⊗ z 7→ x⊗ (y ⊗ z),
A⊗A E ∼= A · E ⊆ E , a⊗ x 7→ ax,
E ⊗B B ∼= E , x⊗ b 7→ xb.
We usually omit parentheses in tensor products and the associator isomorphism
in Lemma 2.2 to reduce the size of our diagrams. They are canonical enough that
this cannot cause confusion.
Definition 2.3. A weak partial product system over N consists of
• a C∗-algebra A,
• A,A-correspondences En for n ∈ N≥1,
• isometric bimodule maps µn,m : En ⊗A Em ↪→ En+m for n,m ∈ N≥1;
such that the following diagrams commute for all n,m, l ∈ N≥1 (“associativity”):
(2.4)
En ⊗A Em ⊗A El En ⊗A Em+l
En+m ⊗A El En+m+l
1En⊗Aµm,l
µn,m⊗A1El µn,m+l
µn+m,l
(Being isometric means that 〈ι(x) | ι(y)〉 = 〈x | y〉 for all x, y ∈ En ⊗A Em.) Let
E0 := A and let µ0,m : A⊗A Em ↪→ Em and µm,0 : Em ⊗A A ↪→ Em be the canonical
isometries from Lemma 2.2. Then the diagram (2.4) commute for all n,m, l ∈ N.
Let (A, En, µn,m)n,m∈N be a weak partial product system. Let (ωn)n∈N be a weak
representation of it in a C∗-algebra B as in Definition 1.1. That is, ωn : En → B for
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n ∈ N are linear maps satisfying the conditions (1) and (2) in Definition 1.1. Let
m,n ∈ N. By definition, K(Em, En) is the closed linear span in B(Em, En) of |x〉〈y|
for x ∈ En, y ∈ Em, where (|x〉〈y|)(z) := x〈y | z〉A for all z ∈ Em. There is a unique
map Θm,n : K(Em, En)→ B with
(2.5) Θm,n(|x〉〈y|) = ωn(x)ωm(y)∗
for all x ∈ En, y ∈ Em; this follows from [15, Lemma 3.2] applied to the representation
ωm ⊕ ωn : Em ⊕ En →M2(B) of Em ⊕ En, by viewing K(Em, En) as an off-diagonal
corner in K(Em ⊕ En). These maps are compatible with the multiplication maps
and adjoints, that is,
(2.6) Θm,n(S) ·Θl,m(T ) = Θl,n(S · T ), Θn,m(S∗) = Θm,n(S)∗
for all S ∈ K(Em, En), T ∈ K(El, Em); this follows from the case of rank-one operators,
which in turn follows easily from the conditions in Definition 1.1:
ωn(x)ωm(y)∗ωm(z)ωl(w)∗ = ωn(x)ω0(〈y | z〉)ωl(w)∗ = ωn(x · 〈y | z〉)ωl(w)∗.
In particular,
Θn,0(x) = ωn(x), Θ0,n(x∗) = ωn(x)∗
for all x ∈ En ∼= K(A, En). So (2.6) implies
(2.7) Θm,n(T )ωm(x) = ωn(T (x))
for all m,n ∈ N, T ∈ K(Em, En), x ∈ Em.
The maps Θm,n map K(Em, En) into the C∗-subalgebra of B that is generated
by ωn(En). The closed linear span of Θm,n(K(Em, En)) for m,n ∈ N need not be an
algebra. We will impose more relations to arrange for this later.
Definition 2.8. An ideal J / A is invariant with respect to a weak partial product
system E = (A, En, µn,m)n,m∈N if J · En ⊆ En · J for all n ∈ N.
Lemma 2.9. Let (ωn)n∈N be a weak representation of a weak partial product
system E in a C∗-algebra B. The ideal I := kerω0 is invariant and
kerωn = En · I ⊆ En, ker Θm,n = K(Em, En · I) ⊆ K(Em, En).
Proof. Let x ∈ En. We have ωn(x) = 0 if and only if 0 = ωn(x)∗ωn(x) = ω0(〈x |x〉),
if and only if 〈x |x〉 ∈ I. The latter is equivalent to x ∈ En · I. So kerωn = En · I.
This implies that I is invariant because I · En ⊆ kerωn. Let T ∈ K(Em, En).
Then T ∈ K(Em, En · I) if and only if T (x) ∈ En · I for all x ∈ Em. By the
first part, this is equivalent to ωn(T (x)) = Θm,n(T )ωm(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Em.
This follows if Θm,n(T ) = 0. Conversely, if Θm,n(T )ωm(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Em,
then Θm,n(T ) · Θn,m(S) = 0 for all S ∈ K(En, Em). Taking S = T ∗, this implies
Θm,n(T ) = 0 because Θn,m(T ∗) = Θm,n(T )∗. 
Next we seek an analogue of the Fock representation. We want this to exist because
it is used by Pimsner [15] to define the Toeplitz C∗-algebra. The Fock representation
should be a (weak) representation on the Hilbert A-module F := ⊕∞n=0 En, which
we call the Fock module of E . Fix n ∈ N and x ∈ En. In the Fock representation, x
should act on the summand Em by the operator
Sn,m(x) : Em → En+m, y 7→ x · y := µn,m(x⊗ y).
More precisely, Sn,m(x) is the composite of the isometry µn,m with the creation
operator Em → En ⊗A Em, y 7→ x⊗ y, which is adjointable. So the operator above
is a well defined bounded linear map. It is always adjointable for n = 0, but not for
n > 0. Sufficient conditions for this are the following:
(1) if the isometries µn,m are adjointable;
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(2) if the correspondence En is proper, that is, A acts by compact operators
on En: then the creation operator Em → En ⊗A Em is compact, and then
so is Sn,m(x) because K(F) ⊆ K(E) if F ⊆ E is a Hilbert submodule in a
Hilbert module;
(3) if (En)n∈N comes from a Fell bundle over Z: then the left multiplication
map En+m → Em, y 7→ x∗ · y, for x∗ ∈ E−n is adjoint to Sn,m(x).
Condition (1) contains product systems in the usual sense, where each µn,m is
unitary and hence adjointable.
The adjointability of the operators Sn,m(x) is one of the requirements for a partial
product system. In other words, we require that for all x ∈ En, t ∈ En+m, there is
z ∈ Em, necessarily unique, with 〈t |x · y〉A = 〈z | y〉A for all y ∈ Em. If the maps
Sn,m(x) are adjointable, then so is the creation operator Sn(x) :=
∑
m∈N Sn,m(x)
on the Fock module F ; we call the adjoint Sn(x)∗ an annihilation operator. It is
easy to see that the maps Sn(x) form a weak representation of our weak partial
product system in B(F). That is, Sn(x)Sm(y) = Sn+m(x · y) for x ∈ En, y ∈ Em,
n,m ∈ N≥1, and Sn(x)∗Sn(y) = S0(〈x | y〉A) for x, y ∈ En, n,m ∈ N≥1, n ∈ N≥1.
2.1. Correspondences associated to graphs. A (directed) graph is given by
countable discrete sets V and E of vertices and edges and maps (r, s) : E ⇒ V
sending an edge to its range and source. It yields a C0(V ),C0(V )-correspondence
by completing Cc(E) in the C0(V )-valued inner product
〈x | y〉(v) :=
∑
e∈s−1(v)
x(e)y(e)
for x, y ∈ Cc(E) and v ∈ V or, equivalently,
〈δx | δy〉A =
{
δsn(x) if x = y,
0 otherwise;
the C0(V )-bimodule structure is given by
(x · a)(e) := x(e) · a(s(e)), (a · x)(e) := a(r(e)) · x(e)
for e ∈ E, a ∈ C0(V ), x ∈ Cc(E). This is a C∗-correspondence, and its Cuntz–
Pimsner algebra (as modified by Katsura) is the graph C∗-algebra of our graph
(see [16]).
Now consider two graphs with the same vertex set V , with sets of edges E1
and E2 and range and source maps (ri, si) : Ei ⇒ V for i = 1, 2. As above, we
build two C0(V ),C0(V )-correspondences E1 and E2. The composite correspondence
E1⊗C0(V )E2 is associated to the graph with edge set E := E1×s,rE2 and r, s : E ⇒ V
defined by r(f, g) := r1(f) and s(f, g) := s2(g).
Now let rn, sn : En ⇒ V for n ∈ N>0 be graphs with the same vertex set V .
Let µ˜n,m : En ×s,r Em → En+m be injective maps for all n,m ∈ N, which we
write multiplicatively as x · y := µ˜n,m(x, y) for x ∈ En, y ∈ Em with sn(x) =
rm(y). Assume that rn+m(x · y) = rn(x) and sn+m(x · y) = sm(y) and that these
multiplication maps are associative. Let E0 = V and r0 = s0 = idV and let
the multiplication maps µ˜0,m : V ×s,r Em → Em and µ˜m,0 : Em ×s,r V → Em be
the obvious maps (r(x), x) 7→ x, (x, s(x)) 7→ x. We are going to build a weak
partial product system out of this data. The construction will also show that the
assumptions above are necessary to get a weak partial product system.
Let A := C0(V ) and let En be the A,A-correspondence associated to the graph En
as above. The characteristic functions (δx)x∈En form a basis in Cc(En), which is
dense in En. So (δx ⊗ δy)x∈En,y∈Em is a basis in Cc(En) Cc(Em), which maps to
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a dense subset in En ⊗A Em. For x ∈ En, y ∈ Em, define
µn,m(δx ⊗ δy) :=
{
δx·y if sn(x) = rm(y),
0 otherwise.
Lemma 2.10. The map µn,m : Cc(En)  Cc(Em) → Cc(En+m) is isometric for
the C0(V )-valued inner product and extends uniquely to an isometric bimodule
map En ⊗A Em ↪→ En+m.
Proof. Let x, x′ ∈ En, y, y′ ∈ Em. We write δa=b for the Kronecker delta to
distinguish it more clearly from our characteristic functions. We declare that
δx·y = 0 if sn(x) 6= rm(y), so that µn,m(δx⊗ δy) = δx·y holds for all x ∈ En, y ∈ Em.
On the one hand, we compute〈
µn,m(δx ⊗ δy)
∣∣µn,m(δx′ ⊗ δy′)〉(v) = 〈δx·y | δx′·y′〉(v)
= δs(x)=r(y) · δs(x′)=r(y′) · δx·x′=y·y′ · δs(x·y)=v.
On the other hand, we compute〈
δx ⊗ δy
∣∣ δx′ ⊗ δy′〉(v) = 〈δy ∣∣ 〈δx | δx′〉δy′〉(v) = δx=x′〈δy | δs(x)δy′〉(v)
= δx=x′δs(x)=r(y′)〈δy | δy′〉(v) = δx=x′δs(x)=r(y′)δy=y′δs(y)=v.
Since µ˜n,m is injective, x · x′ = y · y′ if and only if x = x′ and y = y′. We
assumed s(x · y) = s(y) as well. So both expressions above are equal. This shows
that µn,m preserves the inner products between the elements δx ⊗ δy and δx′ ⊗ δy′
for (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ En ×s,r Em. Hence it induces an isometry En ⊗A Em ↪→ En+m.
The condition rn+m(x · y) = rn(x) for all (x, y) ∈ En ×s,r Em implies that µn,m
is a left module homomorphism. The condition sn+m(x · y) = sm(y) implies that it
is a right module homomorphism. 
The associativity condition in (2.4) is clearly equivalent to
(x · y) · z = x · (y · z)
for all x ∈ En, y ∈ Em, z ∈ El, n,m, l ∈ N>0. Thus we obtain a weak partial product
system when we add this to our requirements. Our choices for E0, µ˜0,m and µ˜m,0
say that E0 = A and that µ0,m and µm,0 are the canonical maps A⊗A Em ↪→ Em
and Em ⊗A A ∼−→ Em as in Lemma 2.2.
The disjoint union E :=
⊔
n∈NEn is a category with object set V , using the
multiplication maps µ˜n,m for n,m ∈ N. The decomposition of E as a disjoint union
may be encoded by the functor from E to the monoid (N,+) which maps elements
of En to n. We want to describe a representation (ωn)n∈N of the weak partial product
system above through representations of this category. The representation ωn of En
is given by the operators Tx := ωn(δx) for x ∈ En. Since ω0 is a representation of
C0(V ), the operators Tv for v ∈ E0 = V are orthogonal projections. Conditions (1)
and (2) in Definition 1.1 say, first, that TxTy is Tx·y if s(x) = r(y), and 0 otherwise
and, secondly, that T ∗xTy = δx,yTs(y) if x, y ∈ En for the same n ∈ N. So each Tx is
an isometry from Ts(x)B ⊆ B into Tr(x)B ⊆ B, and the ranges of these isometries
for x ∈ En with fixed n ∈ N are orthogonal. If V has only one element, then our
category E becomes a monoid, and the map x 7→ Tx is a representation of this
monoid by isometries with the extra property that the isometries Tx for x ∈ En
with fixed n ∈ N have orthogonal ranges.
We now examine the Fock representation. The Fock module F is the Hilbert
C0(V )-module with basis (δx)x∈E with E =
⊔
En as above, and with the inner
product 〈δx | δy〉 = δx=yδs(x). The creation operator for x ∈ E acts on F by
Sδx(δy) := δx·y for x, y ∈ E. Since the multiplication map on En×s,rEm is injective
for each n,m ∈ N by assumption, the map Sδx is a partial isometry with domain
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spanned by δy with r(y) = s(x) and image spanned by δx·y for all such y. This image
is complementable, the complement being spanned by those δy with y ∈ E \ (x ·E).
So Sδx has the adjoint
S∗δx(δy) :=
{
z if y = x · z for some z ∈ E,
0 otherwise.
Since the adjointable operators form a Banach space, it follows that Sξ is adjointable
for all ξ ∈ En. Hence the Fock representation exists as a weak representation.
3. Representations and partial product systems
In this section, we restrict attention to weak partial product systems for which
the weak Fock representation exists. We show that the extra conditions for a
representation, (3) and (4) in Definition 1.1, are equivalent to (1.3). We show an
example as in Section 2.1 for which these conditions fail for the Fock representation.
We define partial product systems by requiring that the Fock representation be defined
and be a representation. We study the extra conditions needed for representations
for global product systems and Fell bundles. Finally, we relate our notion of
representation and partial product system to Nica covariance and compact alignment
for product systems over quasi-lattice orders.
Proposition 3.1. Let E = (A, En, µn,m)n,m∈N be a weak partial product system for
which the weak Fock representation exists, that is, the creation operators on its Fock
module are adjointable. Let (ωn)n∈N be a weak representation of E in a C∗-algebra B.
Define Θm,n : K(Em, En)→ B as in (2.5). The following are equivalent:
(1) ωn(x)∗ωm(y) = ωm−n(Sn(x)∗y) for all n,m ∈ N≥1 with m > n and x ∈
En, y ∈ Em;
(2) ωn(x)∗ωm(y) = ωn−m(Sm(y)∗x)∗ for all n,m ∈ N≥1 with n > m and x ∈
En, y ∈ Em;
(3) ωn(En)∗ · ωm(Em) ⊆ ωm−n(Em−n) for all n,m ∈ N>0 with m > n;
(4) ωn(En)∗ · ωm(Em) ⊆ ωn−m(En−m)∗ for all n,m ∈ N>0 with m < n;
(5) ωn(En)∗ · ωm(Em) ·B ⊆ ωm−n(Em−n) ·B for all n,m ∈ N with m > n;
(6) ωn(En)∗ · ωm(Em) ·B ⊆ ωn−m(En−m)∗ ·B for all n,m ∈ N>0 with m < n.
(7) If m,n, p, q ∈ N, then
Θm,n(K(Em, En)) ·Θp,q(K(Ep, Eq)) ⊆
{
Θm−q+p,n(K(Em−q+p, En)) if m ≥ q,
Θp,n+q−m(K(Ep, En+q−m)) if m ≤ q.
These equivalent conditions characterise when (ωn)n∈N is a representation.
Proof. The condition in (2) is the adjoint of the condition in (1). So these two
conditions are equivalent. Similarly, (3) and (4) are equivalent. The implications
(1) =⇒ (3) =⇒ (5), (2) =⇒ (4) =⇒ (6)
are trivial. We are going to show that (5) implies (1). An analogous argument
shows that (6) implies (2). This will complete the proof that conditions (1)–(6) are
equivalent. A representation is a weak representation that also satisfies the conditions
(5) and (6). Hence each of our equivalent conditions characterises representations
among weak representations.
Let z ∈ Em−n. Then
ωm−n(z)∗ωm−n(Sn(x)∗(y)) = ω0(〈z |Sn(x)∗(y)〉) = ω0(〈Sn(x)(z) | y〉)
= ω0(〈x · z | y〉) = ωm(x · z)∗ωm(y) = ωm−n(z)∗ωn(x)∗ωm(y).
Letting
X := ωm−n(Sn(x)∗(y))− ωn(x)∗ωm(y),
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this becomes ωm−n(z)∗ · X = 0 for all z ∈ Em−n or X∗ · ωm−n(Em−n) · B = 0.
Condition (5) implies X ·B ⊆ ωm−n(Em−n)B. Thus X∗ ·X ·B = 0. Hence X = 0.
Condition (7) contains (3) and (4) as special cases because
ωn(En) = Θ0,n(K(E0, En)), ωn(En)∗ = Θn,0(K(En, E0)).
It remains to prove that (3) implies (7). By definition,
Θm,n(K(Em, En)) = ωn(En)ωm(Em)∗.
Hence
Θm,n(K(Em, En)) ·Θp,q(K(Ep, Eq)) = ωn(En) ·
(
ωm(Em)∗ωq(Eq)
) · ωp(Ep)∗.
Now we apply (3) to the two factors in the middle. If m > q, then
ωn(En)ωm(Em)∗ωq(Eq)ωp(Ep)∗ ⊆ ωn(En)ωm−q(Em−q)∗ωp(Ep)∗
⊆ ωn(En)ωm−q+p(Em−q+p)∗ = Θm−q+p,n(K(Em−q+p, En)),
both for q > 0 and q = 0. If m < q, then
ωn(En)ωm(Em)∗ωq(Eq)ωp(Ep)∗ ⊆ ωn(En)ωq−m(Eq−m)ωp(Ep)∗
⊆ ωn+q−m(En+q−m)ωp(Ep)∗ = Θp,n+q−m(K(Ep, En+q−m)),
both for m > 0 and m = 0. The case m = q also works. Thus (3) implies (7). 
Equation (2.6) and condition (7) in Proposition 3.1 imply that
∞∑
m,n=0
Θm,n(K(Em, En)) ⊆ B
is a ∗-subalgebra for any representation. For n = m and p = q, the condition (7) in
Proposition 3.1 says that
(3.2) Θn(K(En)) ·Θp(K(Ep)) ⊆ Θmax{n,p}(K(Emax{n,p}));
here we abbreviated Θn := Θn,m. So
∑N
n=0 Θn(K(En)) is a ∗-subalgebra as well for
all N ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
The conditions (5) and (6) concern inclusions between certain right ideals (or
Hilbert submodules) of B. Hence they are similar to nondegeneracy conditions.
Thus Proposition 3.1 is similar in spirit to [2, Proposition 2.5].
A partial product system is a weak partial product system for which the weak
Fock representation exists and is a representation, that is, satisfies the equivalent
conditions in Proposition 3.1. These assumptions will be used in the next section to
define and study the Toeplitz algebra of a partial product system.
We now examine the difference between weak representations and representations
for several classes of weak partial product systems. First, we examine product
systems, then restrictions of Fell bundles over Z. Finally, we study examples coming
from graphs as in Section 2.1.
A product system is a weak partial product system (A, En, µn,m)n,m∈N where the
multiplication maps µn,m : En ⊗A Em ↪→ En+m for n,m ∈ N>0 are unitary.
Proposition 3.3. Any weak representation of a product system is a representation.
Product systems are partial product systems.
Proof. Let (A, En, µn,m)n,m∈N be a product system and let (ωn)n∈N be a weak
representation of it in a C∗-algebra B. Let n, k ∈ N>0. Then ωn(En) · ωk(Ek) =
ωn+k(En+k), that is, the closed linear span of ωn(ξ) · ωk(η) for ξ ∈ En, η ∈ Ek is
dense in ωn+k(En+k). If m > n, write m = n+ k. Then
ωn(En)∗ · ωm(Em) = ωn(En)∗ · ωn(En) · ωk(Ek) ⊆ ω0(A) · ωk(Ek) ⊆ ωm−n(Em−n).
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So any weak representation satisfies the condition (1) in Proposition 3.1. The Fock
representation exists as a weak representation because the maps µn,m for n > 0 are
adjointable. It is a representation by the statement already proved. That is, our
product system is a partial product system. 
A Fell bundle over the group Z is given by Banach spaces Bn for n ∈ Z with
multiplication maps Bn × Bm → Bn+m and involutions Bn → B−n with certain
properties (see [7, Definition 16.1]). These properties are equivalent to the existence
of injective maps Bn ↪→ B for some C∗-algebra B such that the multiplication
maps and involutions in (Bn)n∈N are the restrictions of the multiplication and
involution in B. In particular, B0 is a C∗-algebra. Each Bn becomes a Hilbert
B0-bimodule by 〈〈b | c〉〉 := bc∗ and 〈b | c〉 := b∗c for all b, c ∈ Bn. The Fell bundle
multiplication maps Bn×Bm → Bn+m induce isometries µn,m : Bn⊗B0Bm ↪→ Bn+m
of B0, B0-correspondences for all n,m ∈ N.
Proposition 3.4. Let B = (Bn)n∈Z be a Fell bundle. Its restriction to N is a
partial product system; here each Bn is viewed as a B0, B0-correspondence, even a
Hilbert B0-bimodule, as above.
Proof. The creation operator Sn(x) : Bm → Bn+m, y 7→ x · y, for x ∈ Bn is
adjointable with adjoint Sn(x)∗(y) = x∗ · y. So
Sn(x)∗Sm(y)z = x∗ · (y · z) = (x∗ · y) · z = Sm−n(Sn(x)∗y)(z)
for n,m, k ∈ N with n ≤ m and x ∈ Bn, y ∈ Bm, z ∈ Bk. Thus the Fock represen-
tation (Sn)n∈N satisfies condition (1) in Proposition 3.1. So it is a representation
and we have got a partial product system over N. 
Definition 3.5. Let D be a C∗-algebra. A representation of a Fell bundle B =
(Bn)n∈Z in D consists of linear maps ωn : Bn → D for n ∈ Z such that
(1) ω0 : B1 → D is a ∗-homomorphism;
(2) ωn(b)ωm(c) = ωn+m(bc) for all n,m ∈ Z, b ∈ Bn, c ∈ Bm;
(3) ω−n(b∗) = ωn(b)∗ for all n ∈ Z, b ∈ Bn.
It is immediate from the definitions that the restriction of a representation of a
Fell bundle over Z to N is a representation of the partial product system over N. The
Fock representation, however, is never the restriction of a Fell bundle representation.
So a Fell bundle over Z has strictly fewer representations than its partial product
system restriction to N.
When is a (weak) partial product system over N the restriction of a Fell bundle
over Z? We shall answer this question in Theorem 5.16. In this section, we only
study some easy aspects of this question. A necessary condition is that each En be
a Hilbert A-bimodule. The following example show that this is not yet sufficient,
even if we also assume E to be a partial product system.
Example 3.6. Let A = C⊕ C and let ϕ be the partial isomorphism on A that maps
the first summand identically onto the second summand. This partial isomorphism
corresponds to the Hilbert A-bimodule Eϕ = C with the A-bimodule structure
(a1, a2) ·x ·(b1, b2) := a2 ·x ·b1 and the left and right inner products 〈〈x | y〉〉 := (0, xy),
〈x | y〉 := (xy, 0) for a1, a2, x, y, b1, b2 ∈ C. Since the range and source ideals
of Eϕ are orthogonal, Eϕ ⊗A Eϕ ∼= 0. Let En := Eϕ for all n ∈ N≥1 and let
µn,m : En ⊗A Em ∼= 0 ↪→ En+m be the zero map for all n,m ∈ N≥1. We claim that
this is a partial product system over N. All its fibres are Hilbert A-bimodules. The
maps µn,m are isometric and associative. The creation operator Sn(x) for x ∈ En
vanishes on Em for m ∈ N≥1 and maps (b1, b2) ∈ E0 = A to x · b1 ∈ En. Hence
Sn(x) is adjointable, and its adjoint vanishes on Em for all m 6= n. Thus the Fock
representation satisfies condition (1) in Proposition 3.1. So we have a partial product
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system of Hilbert bimodules. It cannot come from a Fell bundle over Z, however. A
Fell bundle also has injective multiplication maps
E∗n ⊗A Em ∼= E−n ⊗A Em ↪→ Em−n.
We have E∗n ⊗A Em = E∗ϕ ⊗A Eϕ, which is the Hilbert bimodule that corresponds to
the identity map on the first summand in A. Since there is no non-zero map from
this to Eϕ, there is no multiplication map E∗n ⊗A Em ↪→ Em−n for m > n.
Remark 3.7. Any product system of Hilbert bimodules is the restriction of a Fell
bundle over Z. Indeed, a product system is determined by the correspondence E1,
and so a product system of Hilbert bimodules is given by a single Hilbert bimodule.
The Fell bundle generated by it is described in [1]. This does not yet give all Fell
bundles over Z, however: we only get those Fell bundles that are semi-saturated,
that is, have surjective multiplication maps µn,m for all n,m ≥ 0.
There is a weak partial product system of the type introduced in Section 2.1 for
which the weak Fock representation exists but is not a representation:
Example 3.8. Let
E0 = V = {v0, v1, v2, v3}, E1 = {a}, E2 = {c, d}, E3 = {b}, E4 = {e},
and En = ∅ for n ≥ 5 with a : v1 → v3, b : v0 → v1, c : v2 → v3, d : v0 → v2, and
e = a · b = c ·d. This determines the range and source maps rn, sn : En ⇒ V and the
multiplication maps µ˜n,m : En ×sn,rm Em ↪→ En+m for all n,m ∈ N. The category⊔
n∈NEn is the one that describes commutative squares:
v0 v1
v2 v3,
b
d
e
a
c
e = a ◦ b = c ◦ d.
The resulting C∗-algebra is A = C[V ] = C4. The Fock module over A is the C-vector
space with basis
E := {v0, v1, v2, v3, a, b, c, d, e}
with the A-bimodule structure given by the range and source maps and with
〈x | y〉 := δx=ys(x) for all x, y ∈ E. The Fock representation of the weak partial
product system is given on the basis vectors by the following table:
v0 v1 v2 v3 a b c d e
S1(a) 0 a 0 0 0 e 0 0 0
S2(c) 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 e 0
S2(d) d 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S3(b) b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S4(e) e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
So S1(E1)F = C[a, e], S2(E2)F = C[c, d, e], and S1(E1)∗(S2(E2)F) = C[b]. This is
not contained in S1(E1)F .
Proposition 3.9. A weak partial product system of the form built in Section 2.1 is
a partial product system if and only if E =
⊔
n∈NEn is the path category of some
directed graph Γ, but where generators in Γ may have degrees different from 1.
Proof. We have already seen that the weak Fock representation exists, that is, the
operators Sn(ξ) for ξ ∈ En are adjointable. When is it a representation? This means
that Sn(x)∗Sm(y)z ∈ Sm−n(Em−n)F for m,n ∈ N with m > n and all x ∈ En,
y ∈ Em, z ∈ Ek. By definition, Sn(δx)∗Sm(δy)(δz) = Sn(δx)∗(δy·z) is equal to
〈δx | δs〉δt = δx=sδt if y · z = s · t for some s ∈ En and t ∈ Em+k−n, and 0 otherwise.
So Sn(δx)∗Sm(δy)(δz) = δt if y · z = x · t and 0 otherwise. We need this to belong to
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Sm−n(Em−n)F , that is, to be either 0 or of the form δa·b for some a ∈ Em−n, b ∈ Ek.
Thus the weak Fock representation is a representation if and only if y · z = x · t for
x ∈ En, y ∈ Em, z ∈ Ek, t ∈ Em+k−n implies that t = a · b for some a ∈ Em−n,
b ∈ Ek. Since we already assumed that the multiplication map En ×s,r Ek → En+k
is injective, the equation y · z = (x · a) · b implies z = b and y = x · a. That is, the
equation y · z = x · t has only the trivial solutions with y = x · a and t = a · z in E.
We call an element x ∈ ⊔∞n=1E irreducible if the only product decompositions
x = a · b with a, b ∈ E are x = 1r(x) · x and x = x · 1s(x). The irreducible elements
in E with the restriction of the range and source maps form a directed graph Γ.
Since E is a category, any path in the graph Γ defines an element in E. This defines
a functor from the path category of Γ to E. This functor is the identity on objects.
It is surjective on arrows because if an arrow is not irreducible, we may write it as a
non-trivial product of two strictly shorter arrows, and decomposing these as long as
possible will eventually write our arrow as a product of irreducible arrows.
In a path category, the equation y · z = x · t only has the trivial solutions.
Conversely, we claim that the functor from the path category of Γ to E is injective
if the equation y · z = x · t has only the trivial solutions and the multiplication maps
En ×s,r Em → En+m are injective for all n,m ∈ N. Indeed, assume that two paths
a1 · · · ak and b1 · · · bl in the graph Γ are mapped to the same arrow in E. Since
y · z = x · t has only trivial solutions and ak and bl are irreducible, we must have
ak = bl and a1 · · · ak−1 = b1 · · · bl−1. By induction, we conclude that our two paths
are equal. So the functor from the path category of Γ to E is an isomorphism of
categories if E gives a partial product system. The path category of Γ differ from E
only through the grading, that is, the functor to N. Whereas all generators in a
usual path category have length 1, they may belong to En for any n ∈ N. 
Roughly speaking, Proposition 3.9 says that the “partial” analogues of graph
C∗-algebras are not more general than graph C∗-algebras. The only thing that is
modified is the gauge action because the edges of the graph Γ may belong to En
and thus have degree n for any n ∈ N.
3.1. Analogy with Nica covariance. We briefly discuss the analogy between
the extra condition for a weak representation to be a representation and Nica
covariance for representations of product systems over quasi-lattice orders (see
[8, Definition 5.1]). Let (G,P ) be a quasi-lattice ordered group; for p, q ∈ P , let
p ∨ q ∈ P ∪ {∞} be their least upper bound or ∞ if p, q have no upper bound
in P . Let (A, Ep, µp,q)p,q∈P be a product system over P . Let (ωp)p∈P be a Toeplitz
representation of the product system in a C∗-algebra B. The representation is called
Nica covariant if, for all p, q ∈ P ,
(3.10) ωp(Ep) ·ωp(Ep)∗ ·ωq(Eq) ·ωq(Eq)∗ ⊆
{
ωp∨q(Ep∨q) · ωp∨q(Ep∨q)∗ p ∨ q ∈ P,
0 p ∨ q =∞.
Here we use Θp(K(Ep)) = ωp(Ep)ωp(Ep)∗ by (2.5).
Lemma 3.11. A Toeplitz representation (ωp)p∈P of a product system over (G,P )
satisfies (3.10) if and only if
(3.12) ωp(Ep)∗ωq(Eq) ⊆
{
ωp−1(p∨q)(Ep−1(p∨q))ωq−1(p∨q)(Eq−1(p∨q))∗ p ∨ q ∈ P,
0 p ∨ q =∞.
Proof. Equation (3.12) multiplied on the left by ωp(Ep) and on the right by ωq(Eq)∗
becomes (3.10) because ωp(Ep) · ωp−1(p∨q)(Ep−1(p∨q)) = ωp∨q(Ep∨q) as in the proof
of Proposition 3.3. Conversely, multiply (3.10) on the left by ωp(Ep)∗ and on the
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right by ωq(Eq). We may simplify
ωp(Ep)∗ · ωp(Ep) · ωp(Ep)∗ = ω0(〈Ep | Ep〉) · ωp(Ep)∗
= ωp(Ep · 〈Ep | Ep〉)∗ = ωp(Ep)∗
and similarly for q. And
ωp(Ep)∗ · ωp∨q(Ep∨q) = ωp(Ep)∗ · ωp(Ep) · ωp−1(p∨q)(Ep−1(p∨q))
= ω0(〈Ep | Ep〉) · ωp−1(p∨q)(Ep−1(p∨q)) = ωp−1(p∨q)(〈Ep | Ep〉 · Ep−1(p∨q))
⊆ ωp−1(p∨q)(Ep−1(p∨q)).
In this way, (3.10) implies (3.12). 
Now let (G,P ) be (Z,N). If p, q ∈ N, then p−1(p ∨ q) = max{p, q} − p is 0 if
p ≥ q and q − p if p ≤ q. So (3.12) becomes ωp(Ep)∗ · ωq(Eq) ⊆ ωq−p(Eq−p) if p ≤ q
and ωp(Ep)∗ · ωq(Eq) ⊆ ωp−q(Ep−q)∗ if p ≥ q. Proposition 3.1 shows that each of
these conditions is equivalent to the conditions in Definition 1.1. Proposition 3.3
shows that (3.12) holds automatically for weak representations of a global product
system. In other words, any Toeplitz representation of a product system over N is
Nica covariant, which is [8, Remark 5.2].
4. The Toeplitz algebra
In this section, we define the Toeplitz C∗-algebra as the universal C∗-algebra for
representations of a partial product system. We equip the Toeplitz C∗-algebra with
a gauge action of the circle group T, describe the spectral subspaces, and prove a
gauge-equivariant uniqueness theorem. We describe the fixed-point subalgebra of
the gauge action as an inductive limit and then show that the Fock representation
generates a faithful representation of the Toeplitz C∗-algebra.
Definition 4.1. Let E = (A, (En)n, µn,m) be a partial product system. Its Toeplitz
algebra is a C∗-algebra T with a representation (ω¯n)n∈N that is universal in the
following sense: for any representation (ωn)n∈N of E in a C∗-algebra B, there is a
unique ∗-homomorphism % : T → B with % ◦ ω¯n = ωn for all n ∈ N.
For a product system in the usual sense, any weak representation is a representa-
tion by Proposition 3.3. Hence the universal property of the Toeplitz C∗-algebra is
the usual one in this case. So our definition of the Toeplitz C∗-algebra generalises
the usual definition for product systems.
Proposition 4.2. Any partial product system (A, En, µn,m) has a Toeplitz algebra.
It is the universal C∗-algebra generated by the symbols ω¯n(x) for n ∈ N, x ∈ En,
subject to the following relations:
(1) ω¯0 is a ∗-homomorphism;
(2) the maps x 7→ ω¯n(x) are linear for all n ∈ N≥1;
(3) ω¯n(x)ω¯m(y) = ω¯n+m(µn,m(x⊗ y)) for x ∈ En, y ∈ Em, n,m ∈ N;
(4) ω¯n(x)∗ω¯n(y) = ω¯0(〈x | y〉A) for all x ∈ En, y ∈ En n ∈ N;
(5) ωn(x)∗ωm(y) = ωm−n(Sn(x)∗(y)) for all n,m ∈ N with m > n and x ∈ En,
y ∈ Em.
Proof. Let T be the ∗-algebra with the generators and relations as above. Any
C∗-norm on T satisfies
‖ω¯n(x)‖ = ‖ω¯n(x)∗ω¯n(x)‖1/2 = ‖ω¯0(〈x |x〉A)‖1/2 ≤ ‖〈x |x〉A‖1/2 = ‖x‖En ,
where the inequality uses that ω¯0 is a ∗-homomorphism. Hence the set of all
C∗-norms on T has a maximum. We claim that the completion of T in this maximal
C∗-norm is the Toeplitz algebra of the partial product system. The relations that
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define T are exactly those that are needed to make ω¯n a representation of our
partial product system in T . Here we use Proposition 3.1, which shows that (5)
implies ωn(x)∗ωm(y) = ωn−m(Sm(y)∗(x))∗ for m < n, x ∈ En, y ∈ Em. Any
representation (ωn)n∈N of the partial product system in a C∗-algebra B induces a
unique ∗-homomorphism T → B mapping ω¯n(x) 7→ ωn(x) for all n ∈ N, x ∈ En. 
Next we define a gauge action on T . The maps
αn : En → C(T, T ), x 7→ (t 7→ tnω¯n(x)),
form a representation of the partial product system because ω¯n is one. By the
universal property of T , there is a unique ∗-homomorphism α : T → C(T, T ) with
α(ω¯n(x)) = αn(x) for all n ∈ N, x ∈ En. Define αt : T → T for t ∈ T by αt := evt◦α.
Since α is a ∗-homomorphism, each αt is a ∗-homomorphism and t 7→ αt(x) is
continuous for each x ∈ T . Since αt(αs(ω¯n(x))) = (ts)nω¯n(x) = αts(ω¯n(x)) and
α1(ω¯n(x)) = ω¯n(x) = idT (ω¯n(x)) for x ∈ En and n ∈ N, the uniqueness part of
the universal property of T implies αtαs = αts for all t, s ∈ T and α1 = idT .
Thus each αt is bijective and T 3 t 7→ αt is a continuous action of T on T by
∗-automorphisms.
A circle action on a C∗-algebra gives a lot of useful extra structure (see [6]). We
now use this for the gauge action on T . We define its spectral subspaces
Tn := {x ∈ T :αt(x) = tnx for all t ∈ T}
for n ∈ Z. These spectral subspaces form a so-called Z-grading, that is, TnTm ⊆
Tn+m and T ∗n = T−n for all n,m ∈ Z, and the closed linear span of the subspaces Tn
is dense in T . In particular,
T0 := {x ∈ T :αt(x) = x for all t ∈ T}
is a C∗-subalgebra, the fixed-point subalgebra of α.
We define the spectral projections En : T → T for n ∈ Z by
En(x) :=
∫
T
t−nαt(x) dt
for x ∈ T , where dt denotes the normalised Haar measure on the compact group T.
Each En is norm contractive and is an idempotent operator with image Tn that
vanishes on Tm for m 6= n. In particular, E0 : T → T0 is a conditional expectation.
It is well known to be faithful, that is, if x ∈ T satisfies x ≥ 0 and E0(x) = 0, then
x = 0. This implies the following gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem:
Theorem 4.3. Let B be a C∗-algebra with an action β of T. Let % : T → B be
a T-equivariant ∗-homomorphism. If % is injective on T0 ⊆ T , then it is injective
on T .
Proof. Let %(x) = 0 for some x ∈ T . Let EB0 denote the 0th spectral projection
on B. Since % is T-equivariant, it intertwines the spectral projections E0 on T
and EB0 on B. So
%(E0(x∗x)) = EB0 (%(x∗x)) = EB0 (%(x)∗%(x)) = 0.
This implies E0(x∗x) = 0 because E0(x∗x) ∈ T0, and %|T0 is injective. Then x = 0
because E0 is faithful. 
Let Θ¯m,n : K(Em, En) → T be the maps defined by the representation ω¯n as
in (2.5), that is, Θ¯m,n(|x〉〈y|) = ω¯n(x)ω¯m(y)∗ for n,m ∈ N, x ∈ En, y ∈ Em. The
relations in Proposition 4.2 imply that any word in the generators of T may be
reduced to one of the form ω¯n(x)ω¯m(y)∗ for some n,m ∈ N, x ∈ En, y ∈ Em.
Therefore, the closed linear span of Θ¯m,n(K(Em, En)) for n,m ∈ N is a dense
subspace in T . It is a ∗-subalgebra by Proposition 3.1.(7).
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Lemma 4.4. The spectral subspace Tk ⊆ T for k ∈ Z is the closed linear span
of Θ¯n,n+k(K(En, En+k)) for all n ∈ N with n ≥ −k.
Proof. If x ∈ En+k, y ∈ En, then αt(ω¯n+k(x)ω¯n(y)∗) = tkω¯n+k(x)ω¯n(y)∗. Thus
ω¯n+k(x)ω¯n(y)∗ ∈ Tk. Now (2.5) implies that Θ¯n,n+k(K(En, En+k)) is contained in Tk.
We have already observed that the linear span of Θ¯n,m(K(En, Em)) is dense in T .
If x ∈ Tk and ε > 0, then there is a finite linear combination
∑
n,m∈N Θ¯n,m(xn,m)
with xn,m ∈ K(En, Em) that is ε-close to x. Then
Ek
( ∑
n,m∈N
Θ¯n,m(xn,m)
)
=
∑
n,n+k∈N
Θ¯n,n+k(xn,n+k)
is still ε-close to x. So the closed linear span of Θ¯n,n+k(K(En, En+k)) is dense
in Tk. 
Theorem 4.5. The map
N⊕
j=0
Θ¯j :
N⊕
j=0
K(Ej)→ T0
is injective and its image T0,N is a C∗-subalgebra of T0. These C∗-subalgebras
for N →∞ form an inductive system with colimit T0.
Proof. The Fock representation (Sn)n∈N induces a ∗-homomorphism ϕ : T → B(F)
with ϕ(ω¯n(x)) = Sn(x) for all n ∈ N, x ∈ En. Define the ∗-homomorphisms
Θn : K(En)→ B(F) as in (2.5). Then ϕ(Θ¯n(x)) = Θn(x) for all n ∈ N, x ∈ K(En).
The operator Θn(x) is block diagonal on F :=
⊕∞
j=0 Ej . Its first n − 1 diagonal
entries are 0, and the nth diagonal entry is x acting on En. Let xj ∈ K(Ej) for
j = 0, . . . , N satisfy
∑N
j=0 Θj(xj) = 0. We prove recursively that x0 = 0, x1 = 0,
x2 = 0, and so on, by looking at the jth diagonal entry for j = 0, . . . , N . So the
composite map
N⊕
j=0
K(Ej)  T0,N ⊆ T ϕ−→ B(F)
is injective. Even more, the recursive proof above shows that this injective map
has a bounded inverse on its image. So its image is closed in T0. Equation (3.2)
and Lemma 4.4 imply that T0,N is a ∗-subalgebra in T0. Since it is closed as well,
it is a C∗-subalgebra. Lemma 4.4 shows that the union
⋃∞
N=0 T0,N is dense in T0.
Hence T0 is the inductive limit C∗-algebra of the inductive system (T0,N )N∈N. 
Theorem 4.6. The Fock representation (Sn)n∈N on the Fock module F over A
induces a faithful representation of T . So T is isomorphic to the C∗-subalgebra
of B(F) generated by Sn(En) for all n ∈ N.
Proof. Let ϕ : T → B(F) be the representation induced by the Fock representation;
this exists because E is a partial product system. The proof of Theorem 4.5 shows that
the restriction of ϕ to T0,N ⊆ T is injective for all N ∈ N. Since T0 is the inductive
limit of these C∗-subalgebras by Theorem 4.5, it follows that ϕ|T0 is injective.
The Fock Hilbert module carries an obvious gauge action with spectral subspaces
Fn = En. Let β : T → B(F) be the induced action. The Fock representation ϕ
is T-equivariant because Sn(x) belongs to the nth spectral subspace of B(F) for
all n ∈ N, x ∈ En. Hence Theorem 4.3 shows that ϕ is injective. Its image is the
C∗-subalgebra generated by the operators Sn(x) for n ∈ N, x ∈ En because the
elements ω¯n(x) for n ∈ N, x ∈ En generate T . 
Proposition 4.7. The map
⊕
m,n∈N Θ¯m,n :
⊕
m,n∈NK(Em, En)→ T is injective.
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Proof. It suffices to prove that
⊕
m,n Θm,n :
⊕
m,nK(Em, En) → T ↪→ B(F) is
injective. We describe operators on F by block matrices. If x ∈ K(Em, En), then the
j, k-entry of Θm,n(x) vanishes unless j − k = n−m and k ≥ m, and the n,m-entry
is x : Em → En. Let
∑
m,n∈N Θm,n(xm,n) = 0 for some xm,n ∈ K(Em, En) with only
finitely many non-zero xn,m. Now we examine the j, k-entries of
∑
m,n∈N Θm,n(xm,n)
for increasing j. For j = 0, we see that xm,0 = 0 for all m ∈ N. An induction over j
shows that xm,j = 0 for all m ∈ N and all j ∈ N. 
4.1. Hereditary restrictions and quotients. Throughout this subsection, let A
be a C∗-algebra and let E := (A, En, µn,m)n,m∈N be a partial product system over A.
Let T be its Toeplitz C∗-algebra. We are going to restrict the partial product system
to a hereditary C∗-subalgebra H ⊆ A and a quotient A/I for an invariant ideal I
in A. We show that the Toeplitz C∗-algebra for the restriction to A/I is a quotient
of T .
First let H ⊆ A be a hereditary C∗-subalgebra. Define
En|H := H · En ·H ⊆ En;
the set of all products a · x · b with a, b ∈ H, x ∈ En is already a closed linear
subspace of En by the Cohen–Hewitt Factorisation Theorem. The multiplication
maps in the given partial product system (En)n∈N restrict to multiplication maps
µn,m|H : En|H ⊗H Em|H ↪→ En+m|H .
Lemma 4.8. The Hilbert H,H-modules En|H and the multiplication maps µn,m|H
form a partial product system E|H over H.
Proof. Let F be ⊕∞n=0 En with the Fock representation (Sn)n∈N of E . The Hilbert
submodule F · H = ⊕∞n=0 En · H is invariant for Sn(x) and Sn(x)∗ for all x ∈
En. The Hilbert submodule H · F · H =
⊕∞
n=0H · En · H is still invariant for
Sn(x) and Sn(x)∗ for all x ∈ H · En ·H. We claim that S′n(x) = Sn(x)|H·F·H for
n ∈ N, x ∈ H · En · H defines a representation (S′n)n∈N of (En|H , µn,m|H)n,m∈N
on H · F ·H. The operators S′n(x) for n ∈ N, x ∈ En are adjointable with adjoint
S′n(x)∗ = Sn(x)∗|H·F·H . The conditions in Definition 1.1 are inherited from the
corresponding ones for the representation (Sn)n∈N of En. The representation S′n is
unitarily equivalent to the Fock representation of (En|H , µn,m|H)n,m∈N. 
Let I / A be an invariant ideal. Then
En|A/I := En
/ En · I
is a Hilbert A/I,A/I-module in a canonical way. The left action of A descends
to A/I because I · En ⊆ En · I. The multiplication map µn,m induces a well defined
multiplication map
µn,m|A/I : En|A/I ⊗A/I Em|A/I → En+m|A/I .
Proposition 4.9. The restriction E|A/I := (A/I, En|A/I , µn,m|A/I)n,m∈N is a par-
tial product system. Its Toeplitz C∗-algebra is a quotient of T by a T-invariant
ideal.
Proof. The beginning of the following proof works for any ideal I / A and will later
be used in this generality. Let F be⊕∞n=0 En with the Fock representation (Sn)n∈N
of E . The Hilbert submodule F · I = ⊕n∈N En · I is invariant for all adjointable
operators on F . Hence there is a unital ∗-homomorphism
pi : B(F)→ B(F/FI)
We may identify F/FI ∼= F ⊗A A/I, and then pi(T ) = T ⊗ 1 for all T ∈ B(F). The
Hilbert modules F and F/FI carry obvious Z-gradings, which induce actions of the
circle group T on B(F) and B(F/FI) that are continuous in the strict topology. The
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homomorphism pi is grading-preserving. Composing the Fock representation (Sn)n∈N
with the ∗-homomorphism pi gives a representation (S′n)n∈N of E on F/FI. The
C∗-algebra generated by S′n(En) is pi(T ). Thus it is a quotient of T . Since pi is
T-equivariant, its kernel is a gauge-invariant ideal in T .
Now assume that I is invariant. Then S′n|EnI = 0 because
En · I · Em ⊆ En · Em · I ⊆ En+m · I
for all n,m ∈ N. Hence (S′n)n∈N descends to a representation of E|A/I . This
representation is unitarily equivalent to the Fock representation. Hence E|A/I .
is a partial product system. Its Toeplitz C∗-algebra is isomorphic to pi(T ) by
Theorem 4.6. And this is a quotient of T by a gauge-invariant ideal. 
5. Gauge-Invariant ideals in the Toeplitz algebra
Let B be a C∗-algebra with a continuous T-action and let Bn ⊆ B be the
homogeneous subspaces. Call an ideal J / B0 invariant if J · Bn ⊆ Bn · J for all
n ∈ Z; since B∗n = B−n, this is equivalent to J · Bn = Bn · J only for n ∈ N>0.
Given a T-invariant ideal I / B, its restriction I ∩ B0 is an invariant ideal in B0.
Conversely, if J / B0 is an invariant ideal, then J ·B = B · J is a T-invariant ideal
in B. It is well known that these two maps are isomorphisms inverse to each other
between the lattices of gauge-invariant ideals in B and of invariant ideals in B0.
We are going to apply this general result to the Toeplitz C∗-algebra of a partial
product system with its canonical T-action. The gauge-invariant ideals of the Toeplitz
C∗-algebra of an ordinary product system are described completely by Katsura [10].
Like Katsura, we describe gauge-invariant ideals in a Toeplitz C∗-algebra by a pair
of ideals I / J / A. Here the ideal I is invariant, and any invariant ideal occurs.
We do not know, in general, which ideals J are possible. So our result is not as
complete as Katsura’s result for product systems.
Throughout this section, we fix a C∗-algebra A and a partial product system
E = (A, En, µn,m)n,m∈N. Let T be its Toeplitz C∗-algebra and let Tn ⊆ T for n ∈ Z
be its homogeneous subspaces for the canonical T-action. Let F be ⊕∞n=0 En with
the Fock representation (Sn)n∈N of E . To simplify notation, we view K(Em, En) for
m,n ∈ N as subspaces of T , that is, we drop the name Θm,n for their canonical
embeddings. In particular, we view En ∼= K(A, En) and A = E0 as subspaces of T .
Lemma 5.1. If H / T is an ideal, then I := H ∩A / A is an invariant ideal, that
is, I · En ⊆ En · I for all n ∈ N. Conversely, if I is an invariant ideal in A, then
the kernel H of the canonical homomorphism T → T (E|A/I) is a gauge-invariant
ideal with I = H ∩A. It is the minimal ideal H / T with I ⊆ H ∩A.
Proof. Let H / T . There is a canonical representation (ωn)n∈N of E in T /H,
and I is its kernel. Hence I is invariant by Lemma 2.9. Conversely, let I / A
be an invariant ideal. Then we may restrict our partial product system to the
quotient A/I as in Section 4.1. This restriction is a partial product system E|A/I ,
whose Toeplitz C∗-algebra T (E|A/I) is a quotient of T by some gauge-invariant
ideal H by Proposition 4.9. The map from A/I to the Toeplitz C∗-algebra of E|A/I
is injective by Theorem 4.5. So the intersection H ∩A is I.
Let L / T be any ideal with I ⊆ L ∩A. The canonical representation of E in T
induces a representation in T /L. This representation kills I and hence also En · I for
all n ∈ N. Therefore, it descends to a representation of E|A/I . Hence the quotient
map T  T /L factors through the Toeplitz C∗-algebra of E|A/I . Thus H above is
minimal among the ideals L / T with I ⊆ L ∩A. 
Definition 5.2. Let (ωn)n∈N be a representation of the partial product system E
in a C∗-algebra B. Let E≥nB ⊆ B denote the closed linear span of ωm(Em) ·B for
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all m ≥ n. The covariance ideal of the representation is
J(ωn) := {a ∈ A :ω0(a) ·B ⊆ E≥1B}.
We call (ωn)n∈N covariant on an ideal J / A if J ⊆ J(ωn).
We are going to characterise a gauge-invariant ideal H by the pair (I, J) of ideals
in A, where I := H ∩A and J is the covariance ideal of the canonical representation
of E in T /H.
For any ideal J / A, there is a C∗-algebra extension
B(F ,FJ)  B(F)  B(F/FJ),
which is also T-equivariant (see the proof of Proposition 4.9). Hence
V (J) := T ∩ B(F ,FJ)
is a gauge-invariant ideal in T for each ideal J / A. It consists of those operators in T
that act by zero on F/FJ . Let L0(J) ⊆ B(F/FJ) be the T-invariant ∗-subalgebra
of finite block matrices:
L0(J) := {x ∈ B(F/FJ) : there is N ∈ N with xn,m = 0 for n > N or m > N}.
Here xn,m ∈ B(Em/EmJ, En/EnJ) denotes the n,m-matrix entry of x. Let L(J) ⊆ T
be the preimage of L0(J) ⊆ B(F/FJ). This is an ideal because ωn(x) is a multiplier
of L0(J) for each x ∈ En, n ∈ N. The ideal L(J) is also T-invariant.
Theorem 5.3. Let H be a gauge-invariant ideal in the Toeplitz C∗-algebra of E.
Let I := H ∩ A and let J be its covariance ideal. Then H = V (J) ∩ L(I). In
particular, the ideals I and J determine H uniquely.
The proof will use a couple of lemmas. First we examine the covariance ideal more
closely. The right ideal E≥1T is easily seen to be the closure of
∑
n≥0,m≥1K(En, Em).
Its intersection with T0 is the closure of
∑
m≥1K(Em). So the covariance ideal J
for the canonical representation in T /H is the set of all a ∈ A that are identified
with an element in the closure of
∑
m≥1K(Em) in the quotient T /H. For instance,
a Cuntz–Pimsner-like covariance condition for Em would identify a ∼ ϑm0 (a) for
certain elements a ∈ A with ϑm0 (a) ∈ K(Em). Here ϑkj : K(Ej)→ B(Ek) for 0 ≤ j ≤ k
is the map defined by the Fock representation, that is, ϑkj (|x〉〈y|)(z) = Sj(x)Sj(y)∗z
for all x, y ∈ Ej , z ∈ Ek. The covariance ideal allows more complicated relations
that identify some elements of A with elements of the closure of
∑
m≥1K(Em).
If n, k ∈ N, then
(5.4) ωn(En)E≥kB ⊆ E≥n+kB, ωn(En)∗E≥n+kB ⊆ E≥kB.
the second property uses condition (5) in Proposition 3.1. Hence the induced
representations Θn,m : K(En, Em)→ B satisfy
(5.5) Θn,m(K(En, Em))E≥kB ⊆ E≥max{m,k−n+m}B.
Lemma 5.6. Let (ωn)n∈N be a representation of the partial product system E in
a C∗-algebra B with covariance ideal J . Then
K(En, EmJ) = {T ∈ K(En, Em) : Θn,m(T ) · E≥nB ⊆ E≥m+1B}.
Proof. Let T ∈ K(En, Em). We first assume T ∈ K(En, EmJ). Then T is in the
closed linear span of operators of the form |x〉a〈y| with x ∈ Em, a ∈ J , y ∈ En.
Equation (5.4) implies
Θn,m(|x〉a〈y|)E≥nB ⊆ ωm(x)ω0(a)B ⊆ ωm(x)E≥1B ⊆ E≥m+1B.
Hence Θn,m(T )(E≥nB) ⊆ E≥m+1B.
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Conversely, assume Θn,m(T )(E≥nB) ⊆ E≥m+1B. Let x ∈ En, y ∈ Em. Then
ω0
(〈y |T (x)〉)B = ωm(y)∗ωm(T (x))B = ωm(y)∗Θn,m(T )ωn(x)B
⊆ ωm(y)∗Θn,m(T )E≥nB ⊆ ωm(y)∗E≥m+1B ⊆ E≥1B.
Thus 〈y |T (x)〉 ∈ J . Since y is arbitrary, this implies T (x) ∈ Em · J . Since x is
arbitrary, this implies T ·K(En) ⊆ K(En, Em ·J). Multiplying T with an approximate
unit in K(En), we get T ∈ K(En, Em · J). 
Lemma 5.7. Let (ωn)n∈N be a representation of the partial product system E in
a C∗-algebra B. Let J be its covariance ideal and let I := kerω0. Let ω : T → B
be the associated representation of the Toeplitz C∗-algebra T . Let xi ∈ K(Ei)
for i = 0, . . . , N and X :=
∑N
i=1 xi ∈ T . The following are equivalent:
(1) ω(X) = 0 in B;
(2)
∑`
i=0
ϑ`i(xi) ∈ B(E`, E` · J) if ` < N and
N∑
i=0
ϑ`i(xi) ∈ B(E`, E` · I) if ` ≥ N .
Proof. We prove (1)⇒(2) and assume ω(X) = 0. Let ` ∈ N and y ∈ E`. Assume
first that ` ≥ N . Then
0 = ω(X)ω`(y) = ω`
(
N∑
i=0
ϑ`i(xi)y
)
by (2.7). This implies
∑N
i=0 ϑ
`
i(xi)y ∈ E` · I by Lemma 2.9 as asserted in (2). Now
let ` < N . The same computation as above shows that
ω`
(∑`
i=0
ϑ`i(xi)y
)
+
N∑
i=`+1
ω(xi)ω`(y) = 0.
Since ω(xi)B ⊆ E≥`+1B for i ≥ `+ 1, this implies
ω`
(∑`
i=0
ϑ`i(xi)y
)
B ⊆ E≥`+1B.
Hence
∑`
i=0 ϑ
`
i(xi)y ∈ K(E0, E` · J) = E` · J by Lemma 5.6. Since y ∈ E` is arbitrary,
this implies
∑`
i=0 ϑ
`
i(xi) ∈ B(E`, E` · J). This finishes the proof that (1)=⇒(2).
Now we prove, conversely, that (2) implies (1). If X satisfies the conditions
in (2), then so does X∗. Hence we may replace X by the two self-adjoint elements
X +X∗ and i−1(X −X∗). So we may assume without loss of generality that X is
self-adjoint. The assumption in (2) for ` ≥ N and Lemma 2.9 imply ω(X)ω`(y) = 0
for all y ∈ E`, ` ≥ N . Thus ω(X) vanishes on E≥NB = 0. Now let 0 ≤ ` < N and
y ∈ E`. Then
∑`
i=0 ϑ
`
i(xi)y ∈ E`J by assumption. Hence
ω(X)ω`(y)B =
∑`
i=0
ω`(ϑ`i(xi)y)B +
N∑
i=`+1
ω(xi)ω`(y)B ⊆ ω`(E`J)B + E≥`+1B
⊆ ω`(E`)E≥1B + E≥`+1B ⊆ E≥`+1B.
This implies ω(X)E≥`B ⊆ E≥`+1B because ω(X)E≥`+1B ⊆ E≥`+1B for any X ∈ T0
by (5.5). Thus ω(X)NB ⊆ E≥NB. Hence ω(X)N+1 = 0. Then ω(X) = 0 because X
is self-adjoint. This finishes the proof that (2) implies (1). 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Both H and V (J) ∩ L(I) are gauge-invariant ideals in T .
Hence they are equal if and only if their intersections with T0 are equal. And by
Theorem 4.5, these intersections are equal if and only if the intersections with T0,N
are equal for all N ∈ N. Since these intersections are ideals, it suffices to prove
that they have the same positive elements. So let y ∈ T0,N be a positive element.
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Describe y by a block diagonal matrix on F with entries y` ∈ B(E`) for ` ∈ N.
Here y` =
∑`
i=0 ϑ
`
i(xi) in the notation of Lemma 5.7. So Lemma 5.7 says that
y ∈ H if and only if y` ∈ B(E`, E`J) for 0 ≤ ` < N and y` ∈ B(E`, E`I) for ` ≥ N .
Since I ⊆ J , this implies y` ∈ B(E`, E`J) for all ` ∈ N. And this is equivalent to
y ∈ T ∩ B(F ,FJ) = V (J). Let y¯` be the operator on E`/E`I induced by y`. We
have y` ∈ B(E`, E`I) if and only if y¯` = 0. The condition y ∈ L(J) is equivalent to
lim`→∞‖y¯`‖ = 0. This clearly follows if y¯` = 0 for ` ≥ N . We claim the converse
implication. Since y is positive, we may rewrite lim`→∞‖y¯`‖ = 0 as follows: for each
ε > 0, there is M ∈ N such that (y¯` − ε)+ = 0 for all ` ≥M ; here (y¯` − ε)+ means
the positive part of y¯`− ε. We may choose M ≥ N . Then y ∈ T0,M , and Lemma 5.7
and the conditions (y¯` − ε)+ = 0 for ` ≥ M and y ∈ V (J) imply (y − ε)+ ∈ H.
Since (y − ε)+ ∈ T0,N , Lemma 5.7 implies (y¯` − ε)+ = 0 already for ` ≥ N . Since
this holds for all ε > 0, we get y¯` = 0 for all ` ≥ N . 
By Theorem 5.3, the lattice of gauge-invariant ideals in T is isomorphic to the
lattice of pairs of ideals (I, J) in A that occur as the kernel and covariance ideal for
a gauge-invariant ideal in T . If (I, J) comes from a gauge-invariant ideal H, then
H = V (J) ∩ L(I) by Theorem 5.3. So the question is when A ∩ V (J) ∩ L(I) = I
holds and the covariance ideal of V (J) ∩ L(I) / T is J .
We already know that I must be invariant and that any invariant ideal may
occur. And I ⊆ J is trivial. Given an invariant ideal I, we may form the quotient
partial product system En/EnI. Its Toeplitz C∗-algebra is isomorphic to a quotient
of T by a gauge-invariant ideal by Proposition 4.9. Its kernel and covariance ideal
are I, I by Theorem 4.5. So
T (E|A/I) ∼= T (E)
/
(V (I) ∩ L(I)) = T (E)/V (I)
by Theorem 5.3. We may replace the original partial product system by E|A/I . This
reduces our problem to the case I = 0.
Definition 5.8. Let E = (A, En, µn,m)n,m∈N be a partial product system and let
J / A be an ideal. Let
O(E , J) := T /(V (J) ∩ L(0)).
This quotient inherits a representation of E and a T-action from T because V (J)∩L(0)
is a T-invariant ideal in T . We call O(E , J) the J-covariance algebra if the canonical
representation of E in O(E , J) has covariance ideal J . Let K := ⋂∞n=1 kerϑn0 . We
call
OPimsner(E) := O(E , A), OKatsura(E) := O(E ,K⊥)
the Pimsner algebra and the Katsura algebra of E , respectively.
The name “covariance algebra for J” is justified by the universal property in
Proposition 5.9 below. The Pimsner algebra is the quotient T /L(0) because V (A) =
T . Here L(0) is defined as the norm-closure of the finite block matrices in T . This
is exactly how Pimsner defines his C∗-algebra for a C∗-correspondence in [15]. By
Theorem 5.3, the Pimsner algebra is the smallest quotient of T that is defined by a
covariance condition: any gauge-invariant quotient that is strictly smaller is of the
form T /(V (J) ∩ L(I)) with a non-zero invariant ideal I.
Proposition 5.9. Let J / A be an ideal such that the canonical representation
of E in O(E , J) has covariance ideal J . Then ∗-homomorphisms O(E , J)→ B for
a C∗-algebra B are naturally in bijection with representations of the partial product
system E in B that are covariant on J .
Proof. Representations of O(E , J) are in bijection with representations of T that
kill V (J) ∩ L(0) / T . The universal property of the Toeplitz C∗-algebra gives a
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bijection between representations of T and representations of E in B. Let (ωn)n∈N
be a representation of E in B and let ω : T → B be the induced ∗-homomorphism.
Let I = kerω0 / A and let J(ωn) be the covariance ideal of (ωn)n∈N. Then
kerω = V (J(ωn)) ∩ L(I) by Theorem 5.3. If (ωn) is covariant on J , that is,
J ⊆ J(ωn), then V (J) ∩ L(0) ⊆ V (J(ωn)) ∩ L(I) and hence ω|V (J)∩L(0) = 0.
Then ω factors through O(E , J). Conversely, assume that ω factors through O(E , J).
The covariance ideal for the representation of E in O(E , J) is J by assumption. So ω
is covariant on J . 
Theorem 5.10. The canonical ∗-homomorphism A → O(E , J) is faithful if and
only if J ⊆ K⊥ for the ideal
K :=
∞⋂
`=1
ker(ϑ`0 : A→ B(E`)).
Proof. Assume first that J is not contained in K⊥. Then J ∩K 6= 0 and we may
pick a non-zero element a ∈ J ∩K. In the Fock representation, a ∈ A acts by the
block diagonal operator with entries ϑ`0(a) ∈ B(E`) for ` ∈ N. By assumption, this
belongs to J for ` = 0 and vanishes for ` > 0. So a ∈ A ∩ V (J) ∩ L(0) becomes 0
in O(E , J). Conversely, assume that J is contained in K⊥. We must show that
the map A → O(E , J) is faithful. We prove a slightly more general claim, which
will be needed below. Namely, we treat x ∈ T0,N instead of a ∈ A. We may write
x =
∑N
i=0 xi with xi ∈ K(Ei). In the Fock representation, this acts by the diagonal
operator with entries
y` :=
min{`,N}∑
i=0
ϑ`i(xi)
for i ∈ N. We assume x ∈ V (J), that is, y` ∈ B(E`, E`J) for all ` ∈ N.
Claim 5.11. An element x ∈ T0,N ∩ V (J) satisfies x ∈ L(0) if and only if y` = 0
for all ` ≥ N .
If N = 0, then T0,0 = A and the claim says that x = 0 if x ∈ A ∩ V (J) ∩ L(0),
which is what we have to prove. So the following proof of the claim will also finish
the proof of the proposition. The claim does not follow from Lemma 5.7 because
we do not yet know the vanishing and covariance ideals of the homomorphism
A→ O(E , J).
The proof of Theorem 5.3 shows that elements for which there is M ∈ N with
y` = 0 for all ` > M are dense in T0,N ∩ V (J) ∩ L(0). To prove the claim, we must
show that if there is M ∈ N with y` = 0 for all ` > M , then already y` = 0 for all
` ≥ N . Let M be maximal with yM 6= 0. We assume M > N in order to get to a
contradiction. Let ξ1, ξ2 ∈ EM and η ∈ Ei for some i > 0. Then ξ2 · η ∈ EM+i and
so x · ξ2 · η = yM+i(ξ2 · η) = 0 because y` = 0 for ` > M . (Here the product x · ξ2 · η
takes place in T , whereas yM+i(ξ2 · η) = 0 is an element of EM+i ⊆ T .) We may
also write x · ξ2 · η = yM (ξ2) · η. And
0 = ξ∗1 · x · ξ2 · η = 〈ξ1 | yM (ξ2)〉 · η.
The right hand side is the product of 〈ξ1 | yM (ξ2)〉 ∈ A with η ∈ Ei. Since this
vanishes for all η ∈ Ei for all i > 0, we get 〈ξ1 | yM (ξ2)〉 ∈ K. Hence yM (ξ2) ∈ EM ·K.
We also assumed yM (ξ2) ∈ EM · J . So yM (ξ2) ∈ EM · (J ∩K). Hence yM (ξ2) = 0
because we assumed J⊥K. Since ξ2 ∈ EM is arbitrary, this implies yM = 0. This is
the desired contradiction, which proves the claim. 
Theorem 5.10 shows that the covariance ideal of the representation of E in its
Katsura algebra is maximal among the covariance ideals of faithful representations.
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In other words, the Katsura algebra is the smallest quotient of T for which the
canonical map A → T → OKatsura(E) is injective. This is the design principle of
Katsura’s construction of a C∗-algebra for a C∗-correspondence in [9].
Product systems are easier than partial product systems because for them the
maps ϑnm : K(Em) → K(En) for m ≤ n satisfy ϑ¯nm ◦ ϑm` = ϑn` for all ` ≤ m ≤ n,
where ϑ¯nm is the canonical extension of ϑnm to B(Em). Hence
⋂∞
`=1 kerϑ`0 = kerϑ10
for product systems.
Theorem 5.12. Let E be a product system and let H / T be a gauge-invariant
ideal with A ∩H = 0. Then its covariance ideal is contained in
Jmax := (ϑ10)−1(K(E1)) ∩ (kerϑ10)⊥.
Any ideal J / Jmax is the covariance ideal of a unique gauge-invariant ideal H / T
with A∩H = 0, namely, H = V (J)∩L(0). The quotient T /H is the J-covariance al-
gebra O(E , J). The Katsura algebra and the Pimsner algebra of E are the C∗-algebras
defined already by Katsura and Pimsner in this case.
Proof. Let J be the covariance ideal of H. Then H = V (J) ∩ L(0) by Theorem 5.3.
Theorem 5.10 implies J ⊆ (kerϑ10)⊥. We must prove ϑ10(J) ⊆ K(E1).
Let N ≥ 1 and let xi ∈ K(Ei) for i = 0, . . . , N be such that
∑N
i=0 xi ∈ T0,N
belongs to H = V (J) ∩ L(0). For 0 ≤ ` ≤ N , define
y` :=
∑`
i=0
ϑ`i(xi) ∈ B(E`).
Claim 5.13. y` ∈ K(E`) and
∑`−1
i=0 xi + (x` − y`) ∈ H for 1 ≤ ` ≤ N .
Proof. We prove this recursively for ` = N,N − 1, N − 2, . . .. Claim 5.11 implies
yN = 0. So the claim for ` = N is our assumption
∑N
i=0 xi ∈ H. Assume the claim
has been shown for some ` > 1. We prove the claim for `− 1. Since E is a global
product system, the unique strictly continuous extension ϑ¯``−1 of ϑ``−1 to B(Em)
satisfies ϑ¯``−1 ◦ ϑ`−1i = ϑ`i for 0 ≤ i ≤ `− 1. So
x` − y` = −
`−1∑
i=0
ϑ¯``−1(ϑ`−1i (xi)) = −ϑ¯``−1(y`−1).
We first prove y`−1 ∈ K(E`−1). This is clear if ` = 1 because y0 = x0 ∈ A = K(E0).
So let ` > 1. Then µ`−1,1 : E`−1 ⊗A E1 → E` is unitary. Let (uλ)λ∈Λ be an
approximate unit for K(E`−1). Then lim uλ = 1 in the strong topology on E`−1. Since
the net (uλ) is self-adjoint and bounded, this implies strong convergence lim uλ ⊗A
idE1 = 1 on E`−1⊗AE1. This is equivalent to the strong convergence lim ϑ¯``−1(uλ) = 1
in B(E`). Since the net ϑ¯``−1(uλ) is self-adjoint and bounded, this is equivalent to
strict convergence. The operator ϑ¯``−1(y`−1) is compact by the claim for `. Hence
the strict convergence of ϑ¯``−1(uλ) implies norm convergence limλ ϑ¯``−1(uλ · y`−1) =
ϑ¯``−1(y`−1). So ϑ¯``−1(y`−1) ∈ ϑ¯``−1
(
K(E`−1)
)
. This is equivalent to y`−1 ∈ K(E`−1) +
ker ϑ¯``−1 because
ϑ¯``−1
(
K(E`−1)
) ∼= (K(E`−1) + ker ϑ¯``−1) / ker ϑ¯``−1.
The homomorphism ϑ¯``−1 is injective on the ideal B(E`−1, E`−1J) by Lemma 2.9
and because J ∩ kerϑ10 = 0. Lemma 5.7 implies y`−1 ∈ B(E`−1, E`−1J). This is
orthogonal to ker ϑ¯``−1. Hence y`−1 ∈ K(E`−1) + ker ϑ¯``−1 implies y`−1 ∈ K(E`−1).
Now
∑`−2
i=0 xi + (x`−1 − y`−1) ∈ T0,`−1 makes sense. It belongs to V (J) because∑`−1
i=0 xi ∈ V (J) by the claim for ` and y`−1 ∈ B(E`−1, E`−1J) by Lemma 5.7. And∑`−2
i=0 xi + (x`−1− y`−1) belongs to L(0) because
∑`−2
i=0 ϑ
`−1
i (xi) + (x`−1− y`−1) = 0
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implies
∑`−2
i=0 ϑ
k
i (xi)+ϑk`−1(x`−1−y`−1) = 0 for all k ≥ `−1 because ϑ¯k`−1◦ϑ`−1i = ϑki .
This finishes the proof of the claim. 
The proof of Theorem 5.3 shows that the set of elements x0 ∈ A for which
there are N ∈ N and xi ∈ K(Ei) for i = 1, . . . , N with
∑N
i=0 xi ∈ H is dense in J .
The claim for ` = 1 says that ϑ10(x0) ∈ K(E1) and x0 − ϑ10(x0) ∈ H for all such
x0 ∈ A. Hence ϑ10(J) ⊆ K(E1). This completes the proof that the covariance
ideal of H is contained in Jmax. In the Fock representation, x − ϑ10(x) for x ∈ A
with ϑ10(x) ∈ K(E1) acts by x · P0, where P0 is the orthogonal projection onto E0.
So the claim also shows that xP0 ∈ H for any x ∈ J . Conversely, if xP0 ∈ H
for some x ∈ A, then ϑ10(x) ∈ K(E1) follows, and so x ∈ J . Thus the covariance
ideal J of H is the set of all x ∈ A with xP0 ∈ H. The standard definition
of a relative Cuntz–Pimsner in [14, Definition 2.18] is to take the quotient of T
by the ideal generated by J · P0 for some ideal J ⊆ Jmax. The argument above
shows that this relative Cuntz–Pimsner has the covariance ideal J . Hence any
J / Jmax is a covariance ideal for some gauge-invariant ideal H with H ∩ A = 0,
and the resulting covariance algebra is the usual relative Cuntz–Pimsner algebra.
In particular, we get the C∗-algebra defined by Katsura [9] for J = Jmax. We have
already observed after Definition 5.8 that OPimsner(E) is the C∗-algebra associated
to the C∗-correspondence E1 by Pimsner [15]. 
Remark 5.14. Theorem 5.12 says that the covariance ideal of any representation
of a product system E with K = 0 is contained in (ϑ10)−1(K(E1)). This may fail if
K 6= 0. Namely, it can happen that ϑ20(a) = 0 for some a ∈ A for which ϑ10(a) is
not compact. Then a ∈ L(0), although ϑ10(a) is not compact. The Pimsner algebra
in such a case is not a relative Cuntz–Pimsner algebra.
Next we study the restriction of a Fell bundle B = (Bn)n∈Z over Z. The
multiplication and involution of the Fell bundle give a ∗-algebra structure on the
direct sum
⊕
n∈ZBn. This ∗-algebra has a maximal C∗-norm. Its completion for
this norm is the section C∗-algebra C∗(B) of the Fell bundle. It carries a canonical
T-action where the subspaces Bn ⊆ C∗(B) for n ∈ Z are the homogeneous subspaces.
Since the maximal C∗-seminorm on
⊕
n∈ZBn is a C∗-norm, the canonical maps
Bn → C∗(B) for n ∈ Z are all injective, even isometric. In particular, B0 ↪→ C∗(B).
Theorem 5.15. Let B be a Fell bundle over Z. The section C∗-algebra C∗(B) is
naturally isomorphic to the Katsura algebra of the restriction B|N of B to a partial
product system over N. The covariance ideal of the canonical representation of B|N
in C∗(B) is the closed linear span of ∑∞n=1〈〈Bn |Bn〉〉.
Proof. The restriction B|N is a partial product system by Proposition 3.4. Let T
be its Toeplitz C∗-algebra. The canonical maps Bn → C∗(B) for n ∈ N form
a representation of B|N. Hence they induce a ∗-homomorphism T → C∗(B). It
is T-equivariant, and it is also surjective because its range contains the dense
∗-subalgebra
⊕
n∈NBn. Thus C∗(B) is the quotient of T by a gauge-invariant idealH
in T . We have H ∩A = 0 because A = B0 ↪→ C∗(B). Let J denote the covariance
ideal of the representation of B|N in C∗(B). It follows from Theorem 5.3 that C∗(B) is
the covariance algebra O(B|N, J). Theorem 5.10 shows that Hmax := L(0) ∩ V (K⊥)
with K =
⋂∞
n=1 ker(ϑn0 ). is the maximal gauge-invariant ideal Hmax / T with
Hmax ∩A = 0. We claim that H = Hmax. Since H ∩A = 0, the maximality of Hmax
gives H ⊆ Hmax. For the converse inclusion, we show that L ∩ A 6= 0 for any
gauge-invariant ideal L / T with H ( L. Since H ⊆ L, the quotient T /L is a
quotient of C∗(B) by a gauge-invariant ideal. The gauge-invariant ideals in C∗(B)
are naturally in bijection with the B-invariant ideals in B0. Since H 6= L, the map
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B0 → C∗(B)/(L/H) is not injective. Thus L ∩ A 6= 0 as claimed if H ( L. So
H = Hmax and C∗(B) is the Katsura algebra of B|N.
Finally, we show that the covariance ideal J of C∗(B) is the closed linear span of∑∞
n=1〈〈Bn |Bn〉〉. The relation 〈〈x | y〉〉 = x · y∗ for x, y ∈ Bn, n ∈ N holds in C∗(B).
Hence 〈〈x | y〉〉 ∈ B≥1 · C∗(B) if n ≥ 1. Thus the closed linear span of the ideals
〈〈Bn |Bn〉〉 for n ∈ N≥1 is contained in the covariance ideal. The right ideal E≥1C∗(B)
in C∗(B) is the closed linear span of B` ·Bn for ` ∈ N≥1, n ∈ Z. Since B` ·B∗` ·B` = B`,
it is equal to the closed linear span of B` ·B∗` ·Bn = 〈〈B` |B`〉〉 ·Bn. In particular,
its gauge-invariant part is the closed linear span of 〈〈B` |B`〉〉 ·B0 = 〈〈B` |B`〉〉. The
covariance ideal must be contained in this ideal. This inclusion and the reverse
inclusion proved above give the assertion. 
Now we may answer the question when a partial product system of Hilbert
bimodules over N is the restriction of a Fell bundle over Z. We mean here that
the Fell bundle is such that it induces both the multiplication maps and the inner
products in the partial product system.
Theorem 5.16. A weak partial product system E = (A, En, µn,m)n,m∈N is the
restriction to N of a Fell bundle over Z if and only if each En is a Hilbert A-bimodule
and
〈〈En | En〉〉 · Em ⊆ µn,m−n(En ⊗A Em−n),(5.17)
Em · 〈En | En〉 ⊆ µm−n,n(Em−n ⊗A En)(5.18)
as submodules of Em for all m,n ∈ N with m ≥ n; here 〈〈␣ | ␣〉〉 denotes the left
inner product. The extension to a Fell bundle over Z is unique up to a canonical
isomorphism. The reverse inclusions to those in (5.17) and (5.18) always hold, so
that these inclusions are equivalent to equalities.
Proof. The left action of the ideal 〈〈En | En〉〉 / A is nondegenerate on En and hence
also on En ⊗A Em. Therefore, 〈〈En | En〉〉 · Em ⊇ µn,m−n(En ⊗A Em−n) holds for any
weak partial product system of Hilbert bimodules. A dual proof shows the inclusion
Em · 〈En | En〉 ⊇ µm−n,n(Em−n ⊗A En). Thus the reverse inclusions to those in (5.17)
and (5.18) always hold.
Now assume that E is the restriction of a Fell bundle over Z, which we also denote
by (En)n∈Z. We may rewrite 〈〈x | y〉〉 = x · y∗ and 〈x | y〉 = x∗ · y for all x, y ∈ En,
n ∈ N. Hence
〈〈En | En〉〉 · Em = En · E∗n · Em ⊆ En · Em−n,
which is equivalent to (5.17). A dual argument gives (5.18). Hence these two
conditions are necessary for a weak partial product system to be the restriction of a
Fell bundle over Z. Now we assume these two conditions. We are going to prove
that our weak partial product system extends to a Fell bundle over Z.
First, we show that it is a partial product system. Then we prove that J :=∑∞
n=1〈〈En | En〉〉 is the covariance ideal for a gauge-invariant ideal H / T with
H ∩A = 0. So we get a faithful representation of the partial product system (En)n∈N
in T /H. Finally, we show that the images Bn of En in T /H for n ∈ N and their
adjoints B−n := B∗n form a concrete Fell bundle over Z, that is, B∗n = B−n for all
n ∈ Z and Bn ·Bm ⊆ Bn+m for all n,m ∈ Z. Since the representation of E in T /H
is faithful, this is the desired extension of (Bn)n∈Z to a Fell bundle over Z.
Let n,m ∈ N>0 satisfy m ≥ n. The operator Sn(x) : Em−n → Em, y 7→ x ⊗ y,
is an adjointable map onto the Hilbert submodule µn,m−n(En ⊗A Em−n) ⊆ Em.
Equation (5.17) identifies this with 〈〈En | En〉〉·Em. Hence 〈〈y | z〉〉Sn(x) = Sn(〈〈y | z〉〉x)
for x, y, z ∈ En is an adjointable operator Em−n → Em. Since any element of En
may be written as 〈〈x | y〉〉z for suitable x, y, z ∈ En, this shows that the operators
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Sn(x) : Em−n → Em are adjointable. And
Sn(En)∗Em = Sn(En)∗〈〈En | En〉〉Em = Sn(En)∗µn,m−n(En ⊗A Em−n) ⊆ Em−n.
Thus the Fock representation of our weak partial product system exists and is a
representation. Equivalently, E is a partial product system.
Now let J / A be the closure of
∑∞
n=1〈〈En | En〉〉. We claim that the gauge-
invariant ideal V (J) ∩ L(0) / T has zero intersection with A. If b ∈ ⋂∞`=1 kerϑ`0,
then b · E` = 0 and hence b · 〈〈E` | E`〉〉 = 0 for all ` > 0. So b · J = 0. Hence
A ∩ V (J) ∩ L(0) = 0 by Theorem 5.10. The covariance ideal of V (J) ∩ L(0) is
always contained in J . We prove the reverse inclusion. Let a ∈ 〈〈En | En〉〉 for
n ≥ 1. Then ϑn0 (a) is a compact operator on En because the left action on a Hilbert
bimodule maps 〈〈En | En〉〉 isomorphically onto the compact operators. We claim that
a− ϑn0 (a) ∈ T belongs to V (J) ∩ L(0). Since ϑn0 (a) ∈ E≥nT ⊆ E≥1T , this implies
that a belongs to the covariance ideal.
We prove the claim. Let m ≥ n. Then the operators ϑm0 (a)∗ and ϑmn (ϑn0 (a))∗
on En agree on the Hilbert submodule En · Em−n. This is equal to 〈〈En | En〉〉Em by
assumption and hence contains (ϑm0 (a)− ϑmn (ϑn0 (a)))b for all b ∈ Em. So
(ϑm0 (a)− ϑmn (ϑn0 (a)))∗ · (ϑm0 (a)− ϑmn (ϑn0 (a))) · b = 0.
This shows ϑm0 (a)∗ = ϑmn (ϑn0 (a))∗ for m ≥ n as needed. Now let ` < n. Then
a − ϑn0 (a) ∈ T0 acts on the summand E` in the Fock representation by ϑ`0(a). It
maps E` into 〈〈En | En〉〉 ·E`. We claim that this is contained in E`〈〈En−` | En−`〉〉 ⊆ E`J .
The proof of this claim will finish the proof that a− ϑn0 (a) ∈ V (J) ∩ L(0), which is
all that remains to prove that the covariance ideal of V (J) ∩ L(0) is J .
Assumption (5.17) implies that the range ideal of E`⊗AEn−` is 〈〈E` | E`〉〉∩〈〈En | En〉〉.
So the submodule (〈〈En | En〉〉E`)⊗A En−` has the same range ideal and hence is equal
to it. Since its range ideal is equal to the range ideal of 〈〈En | En〉〉E`, the source ideal
of 〈〈En | En〉〉E` contains the range ideal 〈〈En−` | En−`〉〉 of En−`. Hence
〈〈En | En〉〉E` = 〈〈En | En〉〉E` · 〈〈En−` | En−`〉〉 ⊆ E` · 〈〈En−` | En−`〉〉.
This proves the claim and shows that the covariance ideal of V (J) ∩ L(0) is J .
We have already seen that A∩V (J)∩L(0) = 0. Hence the canonical representation
ωn : En → T /(V (J) ∩ L(0)) is faithful. We define Bn := ωn(En) for n ∈ N and
B−n := B∗n ⊆ T /(V (J) ∩ L(0)). This satisfies B∗n = B−n for all n ∈ Z by
construction. We claim that
(5.19) Bn ·Bm ⊆ Bn+m
holds for all n,m ∈ Z. Thus (Bn)n∈Z is a concrete Fell bundle. It extends the
partial product system of Hilbert bimodules E .
If (5.19) holds for (n,m) ∈ Z2, then also B−m ·B−n = B∗m ·B∗n = (Bn ·Bm)∗ ⊆
B∗n+m = B−n−m, that is, (5.19) holds for (−m,−n) ∈ Z2. Thus it suffices to
prove (5.19) for those cases with n+m ≥ 0.
Let n,m ∈ Z satisfy n + m ≥ 0. Conditions (1), (2) and (3) in Definition 1.1
imply (5.19) if m ≥ 0 and either n ≥ 0 or n = −m or −m < n < 0. This covers all
(n,m) ∈ Z2 with n+m ≥ 0 and n ≥ 0. It remains to treat (n,m) ∈ Z2 with m < 0
and n+m ≥ 0. So ` := −m satisfies 0 < ` ≤ n. We compute
BnB−` = BnB∗`B`B∗` = Bn〈B` |B`〉B∗` ⊆ Bn−`B`B∗` = Bn−`〈〈B` |B`〉〉 ⊆ Bn−`;
here the first step uses B−` = B∗` = B∗`B`B∗` ; the second step uses the relation
x∗y = 〈x | y〉 for all x, y ∈ B` in the Toeplitz algebra; the third step uses (5.18);
the fourth step uses xy∗ = 〈〈x | y〉〉 for all x, y ∈ B`. Hence (5.19) holds for all
n,m ∈ Z. 
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Proposition 5.20. As in Proposition 3.9, let E =
⊔
n∈NEn be the path cat-
egory of a directed graph Γ, where generators in Γ may have degrees different
from 1. The Katsura algebra of the partial product system defined by E is the
graph C∗-algebra of Γ, with the gauge action where the partial isometry associated
to e ∈ En is n-homogeneous for all n ∈ N.
Proof. Let E be the partial product system associated to E by Proposition 3.9
and let T be its Toeplitz C∗-algebra. The graph C∗-algebra C∗(Γ) receives a
representation of the partial product system E associated to E. This induces a
homomorphism T → C∗(Γ). It is surjective because all the partial isometries
and projections generating C∗(Γ) belong to its range. It is T-equivariant for the
T-action specified in the proposition. Hence C∗(Γ) is a quotient of T by a gauge-
invariant ideal. The canonical map C0(E0)→ C∗(Γ) is injective. Hence C∗(Γ) is the
covariance algebra for some ideal J in C0(E0). The gauge-invariant ideals in C∗(Γ)
are described in [4, Theorem 3.6] through a hereditary and saturated subset of E0
and a set of breaking vertices. As a consequence, the map C0(E0)→ C∗(Γ)/H for
a non-zero gauge-invariant ideal H / C∗(Γ) is not injective. Now it follows as in the
proof of Theorem 5.15 that C∗(Γ) is the Katsura algebra of E . 
Remark 5.21. All examples of covariance algebras treated above are quotients of the
Toeplitz algebra by relations of the form a ∼ ϑ`0(a) for some a ∈ A, ` ∈ N≥1 with
ϑ`0(a) ∈ K(E`). These relations are direct analogues of the usual Cuntz–Pimsner
covariance condition. We should allow all ` ≥ 1 because E1 = 0 may happen.
And even for a global product system, it is possible to have covariance ideals that
are larger than (ϑ10)−1(K(E1)). Our formalism also allows relations of the form∑N
i=0 xi ∼ 0 for xi ∈ K(Ei). We do not know an example of a covariance algebra that
cannot be obtained from relations of the simpler Cuntz–Pimsner form a ∼ ϑ`0(a).
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